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All of Us: A Campaign to Rethink Mental Health was founded 
in 2014 by UCLA undergraduate students to raise awareness 
and combat stigma of mental health and illness on our 
campus.  According to the American College Health 
Association, half of all college students in the United States 
experience overwhelming stress that makes daily life difficult. 
Especially under the academic and social pressure college 
students face, it is often easy to brush aside one’s mental 
wellness and feel judged for seeking help when needed. 

Phoo 

Last year, our first year of the campaign, our goal was to make 
mental health a commonplace phrase, to destigmatize mental 
illness, and begin creating an atmosphere of acceptance on 
campus. During this year’s conference, we will be encouraging 
students to take a stand in prioritizing their own mental health 
in opposition of the normalization of detrimental behaviors 
that has occurred: success has begun to be measured by 
sleepless nights, the cups of coffee, or the burnout students 
endure in pursuing their studies— but success and a lack of 
mental health are not synonymous. The pressuring 
environment students feel in college campuses today has 
encouraged this unhealthy exertion to some degree, rather 
than mindful determination. We believe that academic 
achievement should not come at a cost of one’s mental 
health-- rather they should be synergistic, encouraging 
passionate and mindful learning.  
These observations have lead us to the theme, Healthy State 
of MYnd, where the MY in MYnd has been emphasized in a 
representation of our efforts to highlight the importance of 
prioritizing your own mental health. In Healthy State of MYnd, 
we aim to bring a more well-rounded and inclusive perspective 
on mental health to provide all students with the resources 
and knowledge they need in order to prioritize their health. 

Saturday, April 9th, 2016 from 9am-4pm.  
 

Healthy State of MYnd: A Conference to Rethink Mental Heatlh will 
begin with a series of keynote speakers, featuring both UCLA faculty 
and students. We will then have three 50 minute breakout sessions 
hosted by a variety of student organizations in which attendees can 
pick a workshop to attend. Workshops focus on different ways to 
prioritizing health socially, mentally, and physically. In between 
workshops transitions there will be a lunch break along with a 
resource fair, which will feature various organizations that will inform 
students on different methods to improve and support their health. 
We will end off the conference with closing speakers that will reflect 
on the day’s activities and emphasize the importance of self-care.  

Thank you to Jane and Terry Semel for their vision and support 
for the Healthy Campus Initiative, and for the HCI leadership, 
including Gene Block, Scott Waugh, and Wendy Slusser. A huge 
thank you to all of our speakers, workshop hosts, and resource 
fair participants, as well as Stella Joh our Co-Conference 
Director, the All of Us Conference Committee, and All of Us 
Campaign members, without whom this event would not be 
possible. 

 
This year, the campaign hopes to open a dialogue between 
individuals of all backgrounds to destigmatize and prioritize 
mental health by addressing aspects of self-care. This day-long 
conference will include keynote speakers, including UCLA faculty 
members and students, who will share their varying 
backgrounds, stories, and meaning of mental health. Attendees 
will also have the opportunity to attend up to 3 workshops put 
on by UCLA student groups, ranging from cultural organizations, 
artistic groups, physical well-being groups, and many more. We 
would like to encourage students to integrate mental health into 
their daily lives by promoting emotional, physical, and social 
well-being, while fostering a sense of community.  
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Suicide Awareness Display at Meyerhoff Park 

AOU Townhall AOU Townhall Semicolon Project 

“Not everyone has mental illness, but all of us have mental health.” 


